Topic 4: Defending
Objectives: Improving the ability to transition to first defender. How to apply pressure to
the ball, to delay, to decide when to tackle.
Description: 25x25 grid, one ball, 3 pairs of players with 3 different colors pinnies. Ask
players to pass the ball on a determined sequence (yellow-orange-blue-yellow).

Progression : 1 Players pass and apply pressure without winning the ball. 2Pass and
pressure the third player receiving the ball. 3 Use more then 1 ball. 4 Pass apply pressure and
try to win the ball in 10 seconds.
Coach and Encourage: Pass accuracy, (inside of the foot, crisp ball, precision) Call the ball!
Check before receiving. Defensive stance (angle the body, low center of gravity, eyes above
the ball). the Free movement throughout, no walking!

1VS1 4 corners :
Description: 25X25 grid with 4 corners goal .Split the players into 2 teams with 2
colours. Place the players on two opposite sides. The player with the ball starts the
exercise by passing to the opponent and becomes defender. He should try to take a
good defensive position and try to stop the opponent. 1 point if he gains possession 1
point if he scores in one of the 2 small corners goal.

Coach and encourage: How can I position my body to pressure the player with the ball?
How can I steal the ball or when should I time my tackle? Technical aspect of first defender:
Balanced, boxer stance, how to approached with speed what part of the foot are we using
when tackling.

Progression: 1)Play 1vs2 2vs3

2vs1 4 corners goals Corners players
Description: 30x30 grid. 2vs1. 4 small goals on corners. “A” serve a sharp ball
to “B” and become defender. Player “B” controls and pass to “C” starting a 2vs1
situation. Goal is scored when a player reach the one of the 2 corners goals. If
defending player wins the ball 1 point is given (and then he can try to score) .
10 seconds to score.

Coach and Encourage: Do I attack the ball or the player? When do I
take a defensive stance? When do I try to win the ball? How do I cover
the line for passing?
Progression. Add GK and goal on both sides.

Game
Description 2 teams max 6vs6 with 2 goals. Use GK if appropriate for age
group. Use proper laws of the games. This should be as game-like and realistic
as possible with no conditions. Play 20 minutes..

Coach and encourage Reinforce points from previous activities and reward
DEFENDING using principles covered in previous activities. Reward transition
from winning the ball to offence.

